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In this fresh commentary, Deanna A. Thompson makes this important Old Testament book come to life. Recounting God’s foundational
relationship with Israel, Deuteronomy is set in the form of Moses’ speeches to Israel just before entry into the promised land. Its instructions
in the form of God’s law provide the structure of the life that God wants for the people of Israel. Although this key Old Testament book is
occasionally overlooked by Christians, Deuteronomy serves as an essential passing down to the next generations the fundamentals of faith
as well as the parameters of life lived in accord with God’s promises. Thompson provides theological perspectives on these vital themes and
shows how they have lasting significance for Christians living in today’s world. Thompson’s sensitivity to the Jewish context and heritage
and her insights into Deuteronomy’s importance for Christian communities make this commentary an especially valuable resource for
today’s preacher and teacher.
From Rome's Coliseum to the temples of ancient Egypt; with the fiery death of a Templar knight and the escape of concentration camp
prisoners in Nazi Germany; Nefaste's journal unveils the unseen battle of good and evil's impact on history before Janis Koppel is drawn into
its vortex.
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
A full 75 percent of the Bible is the Old Testament. If one of your kids, or your coworkers, or your friends were to ask you about the Old
Testament, could you talk knowledgably about it? When you pastor says that your church believes in the Old Testament because the whole
Bible is about Jesus, can you even imagine what he's talking about? In my experience, Christians often know stories from the Old Testament,
or maybe have memorized verses from it, but very few would say that they understand it. That's where I stood not long ago, so I set out to do
something about it. Frankly, without help, the Old Testament can be difficult to read, let alone understand. But with a little guidance, you can
not only understand it, you can appreciate how it harmonizes with the New Testament and you can see how it is so foundational to your faith.
I put together this book as I earnestly studied my way through the Old Testament. My hope is that I have taken hundreds of hours of reading
and work, and summarized it into a book that can be used by Christians who just don't have hundreds of hours to invest. This book combines
the best of what I've read and studied about the Old Testament. • It is part book-read it through, or select areas of interest from the
summaries. • It is part Bible study guide-use the summaries to study or lead a Bible study group. • It is part commentary-use it to
complement your Old Testament reading. The Old Testament is the story that Jesus completes, and the promise that Jesus fulfills. Are you
willing to invest about an hour per week for a year in order to see how this is true? • Learn the name, nature, attributes, and character of God.
• Learn biblical principles, patterns, and promises. • Learn about Hebrew culture, language, and history in the context of world history. •
Learn of the prophecies of hope through the Messiah. • Learn how the Old Testament testifies to Jesus throughout! Share this adventure with
me! Take the first step! Start down the path! You will find it one of the most fulfilling things you've ever done!
Cindy's magic has gone out of control, but Shogo's got a plan to save her! As he and Sara link hands with Cindy, they realize they're going to
need some help... But is anyone else willing to save the very woman who tried to kill them?

This resource provides significant amounts of Bible information in brief capsules and is formatted for reproduction as bulletin
inserts or in newsletters.
On dust cover of Book I: "with a general editor's introduction by Wilfrid Priest."
Boarding Schools, Secrets, and Jerks 2 Chapters 19 and OnLulu.comFinal Fantasy Lost Stranger, Chapter 19Yen Press LLC
Against all odds, Eskandar and his bunch of ragtag youngsters have managed to capture a powerful Qoori fourmaster warship,
and used her cannons to blow up the pirate harbor of Brisa. Victory! But his enemies won’t give the young wyrmcaller time to bask
in the glory of a job well done, and soon the voice of Teodar in his head summons him north, where new and even more powerful
pirates create havoc on the seas. Two thousand miles north... that means finding a new base for his army of kids. Teodar sends
them by airship to Smalkand, a deserted cave system on the coast of their own Pasandir Peaks. On arrival, Eskandar and his
companions discover their new home harbors some surprises... Once inside Smalkand Keep, and with his main force in the ships
still days away, Eskandar and his small group find themselves under attack from Bokkaners and other minions of their ultimate
nemesis, the lich lord. New adventures in the mighty, snowcapped Peaks, at sea, and in the rich lands of the Hizmyran kingdom
await our heroes in ‘The Bokkaners of the North’, the third book of Wyrms of Pasandir.
In 1960, To Kill a Mockingbird was published to critical acclaim. To commemorate To Kill a Mockingbird's 50th anniversary,
Michael J. Meyer has assembled a collection of new essays that celebrate this enduring work of American literature. These essays
approach the novel from educational, legal, social, and thematic perspectives. Harper Lee's only novel won the Pulitzer Prize and
was transformed into a beloved film starring Gregory Peck as Atticus Finch. An American classic that frequently appears in middle
school and high school curriculums, the novel has been subjected to criticism for its subject matter and language. Still relevant and
meaningful, To Kill a Mockingbird has nonetheless been under-appreciated by many critics. There are few books that address
Lee's novel's contribution to the American canon and still fewer that offer insights that can be used by teachers and by students.
These essays suggest that author Harper Lee deserves more credit for skillfully shaping a masterpiece that not only addresses the
problems of the 1930s but also helps its readers see the problems and prejudices the world faces today. Intended for high school
and undergraduate usage, as well as for teachers planning to use To Kill a Mockingbird in their classrooms, this collection will be a
valuable resource for all teachers of American literature.
Matt Cobb goes to bat for a friend accused of murder Matt Cobb, an executive who is tasked with smoothing over sensitive situations for a
major television network, is used to looking disaster in the eye. But while traveling upstate to look into rising corruption in the sale of cable
broadcasting licenses, and mixing with some old college friends, he doesn’t expect murder rears its ugly head. Cobb’s former roommate,
Dan Morris, is still pining over his ex-girlfriend Debbie Whitten, who’s about to marry another man. But on the night before her wedding,
Debbie is killed with a crushing karate blow to her throat, and Dan is accused of murder. Cobb has to prove his friend’s innocence—no mean
feat given that Morris was a martial arts expert and publicly vowed to put a stop to the marriage—and also that a shady DA has an agenda in
locking him up. Meanwhile, the cable corruption issue won’t die down, and Cobb becomes the target of a goon dubbed “The Organic Hit
Man,” who kills with whatever’s handy.
"There are lots of Bible commentaries on the Book of 1 Samuel, but BookCaps offers one of the first electronic Bible Commentaries for the
modern reader. This commentary includes an introduction to the Book of 1 Samuel (including the history of the text, the structure, and the
themes), a chapter by chapter summary, and discussion questions. BookCaps Bible Commentaries are nondenominational study guides for
people who are just getting into the Bible for the first time, or who just want to know a little more."
Road Kill: Quest for Freedom bores a window back through time illuminating an era gone by. The story focuses on a place, and the events of
a single Motorcycle Club during a period many call “The Golden Age of Motorcycle Clubs.” The Vietnam War was not the only war fought by
these young men. Road Kill fought another war, one that germinated deep inside his soul. This war was spawned by a quest he never fulfills.
A “Quest for Freedom” …and in the end, as this Club looks back, many older members tell their younger Brothers, “It’s easy to see this was
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the most phenomenal period in our Club’s long history.”
This is an idea book. It was designed for you, the literature teacher, as a time-saver that brings together key ideas, background information,
and suggestions for teaching the novel successfully. Choose from the suggestions in the book to suit your style; adapt and expand on
activities as they suit your students. Above all, this book is meant to be a tool to assist you in intensifying your students' involvement with the
text and with the way literature helps to make sense of
Sign up for the course conducted by Sergeant "Sally" Cusani and Professor Percival Trout at a famous Eastern university -- whose academic
serenity is shattered by a series of exceedingly brutal killings!
When Agent Andrew Bradford returns from his post-demonic corruption hiatus, Shade is ready to give him time and space to heal. A nice
quiet rest, free from magic, monsters, and murder. Too bad Andy has other ideas. The now less-than-human FBI agent is ready to get back
to work, and he’s not taking no for an answer. Fortunately, a case falls into Shade’s lap that is perfect for the freshly returned law man—a
rogue zombie a group of kids raised to celebrate Halloween. Silly witch. Nothing in the Otherworld is easy. The necromancer Shade calls to
return the zombie to her grave finds one corpse too many in the cemetery. A corpse that leads to a desecrated church. An evil altar.
Someone tried to summon an elder demon. And with Halloween only two days away, Shade knows they’ll try again. It’s Andy’s worst
nightmare. And when he refuses to abandon the case, it becomes Shade’s worst nightmare too.
On a mission to the Czech Carpathian Mountains,to investigate rumors of vampire activity. Carl meets Alexi, his homophobic translator. they
visit the bucolic valley where they fall in love with the people still living in the 14th Century. They eventually discover their love for each other,
and are determined to free the beleagured valley from the terror of Vlad and his 2-demons. First they must help them economically.
Nick Powers gave up a career in law enforcement at the behest of his wife, Caroline, after his hunt for serial killer Billy Bonner almost cost
him his marriage. Six months later, however, when he gets a telegram from Canadian authorities asking for his help in an investigation, he
jumps at the chance. A serial killer is loose up north, and the similarities are hard to ignore. Is Bonner back? If so, who better to stop him than
the cop who hunted him in New York? Nick?s obsession with the job soon earns him a divorce. Along with his buddy Pete Dawson, he opens
a private detective agency in Manhattan. Business is good. Nick almost forgets all about Bonner?until he and Dawson are summoned to Los
Angeles, where Bonner is suspected to have struck again. His body count is into the hundreds; this monster must be stopped. As the
investigation heats up, Bonner makes things personal. He involves a member of Nick?s family, and now Nick is out for blood. Despite this
killer?s intellect and elusiveness, Nick and Dawson will stop at nothing to bring a murderer to justice. The closer Nick gets to Bonner, though,
the more his emotions take over; Nick may soon take the law into his own hands.
Two men from different parts of the world form an unbreakable bond of friendship amid the most unlikely of circumstances. While searching
for the remains of American soldiers missing from the Vietnam War, an Army lieutenant and a Cambodian interpreter unearth 300 skeletal
remains. Upon touching one of the skulls, both men receive the unique ability to see death before it actually occurs. Death is one of the
biggest and scariest mysteries in the world today. People die from murder, suicide, accidents, even natural causes like old age, heart attacks,
strokes and other bodily failures. If you actually saw someone commit murder before it occurred, would you have the courage to try and stop
them or would you turn your back? What if you actually met the victim that was about to be killed prior to the occurrence? Would you warn
them or would you be afraid they'd think you were crazy?
The Septuagint’s 1st Kingdoms retells the story of the unification of Israel under the Benjamite King Solomon in the aftermath of the collapse
of the Egyptian New Kingdom. The events of 1st Kingdoms continues the history of the Hebrews told in the book of Judges, as the era of the
Judges ended with Samuel, who anointed Saul, the tallest man in the land, to rule over the Israelites. Saul fought a series of wars to establish
his kingdom, based in Samaria and Gilead, but alienated his family military leaders, and the general population of the land, and was
ultimately killed in battle. The Septuagint’s 2nd and 3rd Kingdoms continues the history of Israel, with the lives of King David, and his son
King Solomon. David was another warrior king, and expanded the kingdom in every direction, ultimately leaving a kingdom surrounded by
allies and subject states to his son Solomon. King Solomon’s reign was considered by many later generations to have been the golden age
of Israelite history. Unfortunately, the reign of his son Rehoboam was less popular, and the kingdom split into the kingdoms of Judah in the
south, and Samaria, including Gilead in the north. As the archaeological record was yet to prove the existence of the kingdom of Israel,
archaeologists consider the original three books of the Kingdoms to possibly be fiction, however, nothing contrary has been found either, and
so the history recorded in the first three books of the Kingdoms cannot be disproved either. The Septuagint’s 4th Kingdoms tells the history
of the kingdoms of Samaria and Judah from circa 850 BC until the Babylonians conquered Judah circa 600 BC. This era of history is well
documented in the historical records of the Assyrians, Egyptians, and Babylonians, and unlike the earlier books of the Kingdoms, is generally
accepted by historians. This era included the rise and fall of the Aramean Empire based in Damascus, the rise and fall of the Assyrian Empire
farther north, the Assyrian wars against Egypt, and the sack of Thebes, and ultimately the rise of the Babylonian Empire. During this
tumultuous time, the kingdoms of Israel, Judah, and Aram, which appears to have been considered an Israelite kingdom by the prophet
Ezekiel, struggled for survival and fell one by one to the expanding empires around them. Before the era of 4th Kingdoms, Samara had
established an empire, occupying the Aramean kingdoms of Damascus and Hama in modern Syria, which had ended suddenly when an
earthquake had leveled Samaria. The earthquake was mentioned in the Book of Amos, and archaeological evidence of it is found throughout
modern northern Israel and the Palestinian West Bank. It is estimated to have been between 7.8 and 8.2 on the Richter Scale, and
aftershocks likely lasted around 6 months. In the aftermath, Damascus rose to form its own Aramean empire, occupying Hama, and northern
Samaria, as well Gilead in southern modern Syria, which had been part of Samaria since the division of Israel into Samaria and Judah.
However, as Assyria began to expand to the north, Samaria and Aram formed an anti-Assyria alliance, and the Samarian forces were
stationed in Aram to help defend the northern border from the Assyrians. Judah was invited to join the alliance, but instead formed an alliance
with the Assyrians and invaded and pillaged Samaria and southern Aram.
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice
in the deep South—and the heroism of one man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To Kill a
Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million copies worldwide, served as the basis for an
enormously popular motion picture, and was voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A gripping,
heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and
savage inequities through the eyes of a young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man unjustly
accused of a terrible crime.
The Gospel of John (A Study Guide for Groups and Teachers) By: John N. Ehrman The Gospel of John (A Study Guide for Groups and
Teachers) is a technical analysis of the scriptures, history, and cultural setting depicted in the Gospel of John. Many interpretations have
been given to every passage. This particular analysis hopes to discover the meaning behind the scripture, as it was originally intended to be
understood.
Halvar Danske, known as the Hireling, has come to Manatas to determine whether there’s fraud afoot in the Feria. His master, the AlAndalusian Calif Don Felipe, has had a letter from an old friend named Leon di Vicenza claiming part of the calif’s share of the Feria’s
revenues is being funneled into unauthorized pockets. It’s more than an omen when Halvar stumbles on a brutally murdered man his first
morning in Manatas, and the day goes downhill from there. Is the corpse really Leon di Vincenza, or is someone staging a gigantic hoax? And
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what does Halvar’s childhood love Dani Glick have to do with it? In this first pair of novellas, filk-artist and author Roberta Rogow introduces
a world where Spain rules North America and a Danish soldier turned investigator is thrust into a place where the primitive nature of the
surroundings is a sharp contrast to the sophisticated intrigue that plagues the island of Manatas.
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